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Absence of Large Compressive Stress on Si(111)
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The surface-stress tensor is calculated from first principles for several Si(111)1 x 1, 2X 1, and 2 && 2 sur-
faces. Contrary to widely held expectations, only a weak compressive stress is found for the unrecon-
structed 1 x 1 surface. Reconstructions involving z-bonded chains or adatoms are predicted to be under
substantial tensile stress. The results indicate that relief of surface stress is not the driving force for the
7x7 reconstruction. The stress is shown to be useful in prediction of the eA'ect of externally applied
strain, which can drive changes in the surface reconstruction pattern.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 68.35.Md

A solid surface is characterized by an intrinsic two-
dimensional surface-stress tensor, which is defined as

cr'"' =2 ' 6E/'r3ri

where E is the surface energy per surface cell, g;J is the
surface-strain tensor, and Ao is the equilibrium surface-
cell area. ' Unlike the surface tension on a liquid, the
crystal surface stress can be either compressive or tensile,
and need not be isotropic. In this paper, the first ab ini-
tio calculations of surface stress for semiconductors are
reported.

The importance of the surface stress as a factor in sur-
face reconstruction is beginning to be widely recognized.
First, several authors have suggested that relief of sur-
face stress may be the driving force for the 7 x 7 recon-
struction of the Si(111) surface. A calculation by
Pearson et a1. , showing a large compressive stress at the
Si(111)1 x 1 surface, has reinforced this interpretation.
However, this calculation is based on a highly approxi-
mate empirical potential which is of questionable validity
for Si. Moreover, alternative explanations for the 7X7
based on dangling-bond reduction ' and/or adatom for-
mation ' are available. Second, several experiments on
Si and Ge(111) surfaces show that transitions between
diA'erent reconstructions can be induced by external
strain, applied either directly by epitaxial growth of a
layer of material on a lattice-mismatched substrate, ''
or eA'ectively by alloying in the surface region. ' ' Fi-
nally, the surface stress can aAect the populations of sur-
face defects such as vacancies and interstitials.

Nielsen and Martin' have demonstrated the feasibili-
ty of carrying out realistic ab initio calculations of stress
within the local-density approximation (LDA) for bulk
systems. Needs' has recently applied this approach to
calculate the stress on Al(111) and (100) surfaces.
Here, stress tensors are calculated for unfaulted and
faulted 1&1 and 2x2 adatom models, and for the 2X 1

n-bonded chain structure, ' on Si(111). (The "faulted"
structures have the surface stacking sequence. . . aAbBa
instead of. . . aAbBc, as though a stacking fault were lo-
cated at the surface. ) The principal result is that the
1x1 and 2x2 adatom surfaces are not under strong

surf
lJ 2 lJ &

(2)

where c is the supercell lattice constant in the z direction,
and i and j run over x and y. (As a check, the z com-
ponents of cr ought to vanish. ) The surface stress was
obtained from Eq. (2) after several important precau-
tions were taken. First, the slab calculations were car-
ried out with the x-y lattice constants fixed at the ap-
propriate equilibrium values predicted theoretically from
a reference bulk calculation with the same energy cutoA.

compressive stress, in contradiction to the central as-
sumption of the stress-relief model for the Si 7X7 recon-
struction. Adatoms are found to make a tensile contri-
bution. The stress due to dimers in the 7 x 7 dimer ada-
tom stacking-fault (DAS) model' is estimated with use
of a Keating model, ' and is also found to be tensile.
The consequences for models of 7&7 formation are dis-
cussed below.

Total energies, forces, and stresses were calculated
simultaneously within LDA with norm-conserving pseu-
dopotentials and Wigner exchange correlation. ' A
slab thickness of five double layers plus 9.0 4 of vacuum
and a plane-wave energy cutoft E,„t=8 Ry were used for
1&1 and 2X 1 reconstructions. To make the calculation
of the 2 x 2 tractable, only four double layers (34
atoms/cell) plus 7.7 A of vacuum (between adatoms)
and E,„,=5 Ry were used. (The relaxed 1 x 1 surfaces
were also recalculated with this reduced convergence as
a reference for the 2&2 calculations. The stresses were
found to be too compressive by =1.0 eV/cell for both
faulted and unfaulted 1x1 surfaces; most of this error is
due to the 5-Ry cutoff. ) The k-point sets were well con-
verged, consisting of 7, 8, and 3 k points in the irreduc-
ible zone ( —,', , 4, and, ', of the full zone) for 1 &&1, 2&& 1,
and 2x2 cells, respectively. A 10—k-point set was used
for reference bulk calculations.

On the assumption that there is no contribution to the
stress from the deep-bulk portion of the slab (i.e. , from
beyond a surface penetration depth), the 2D surface-
stress tensor o'"' is related to the full 3D supercell stress
tensor o by
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Second, the forces were used to relax the atom positions
thoroughly. Third, a correction was made to remove a
fictitious tensile stress which arises from a "basis-set
eA'ect. " This effect occurs because the stress is implicitly
calculated with the number of plane waves held constant;
convergence is much faster if the G-space cutoA' is held
constant instead. To account for this, a correction

(2/V/3 II ) (BE„,/B lnE, „,)8;~ (3)

TABLE I. Calculated surface energy and stress for Si(111)
surfaces.

Structure

1x1
I x I (faulted)
2x 1 n chain

2x2 adatom
2X 2 adatom (faulted)

E
[eV/(1 x 1 cell)]

1.45
1.51
1.15

1.34
1.36

[eV/(1 x 1 cell)]

—0.5
0.0
1.4'
0.4b

1.8
2.2

'Parallel to surface chains.
Perpendicular to surface chains.

is added to o.;~. Here N is the number of atoms per su-
percell, 0 is the supercell volume, and Et,t is the bulk
energy per atom. The derivative in parentheses is calcu-
lated once and for all by carrying out a series of bulk
calculations (at fixed lattice constant) for twelve values
of E,„t between 3 and 14 Ry, obtaining a polynomial
least-squares fit to the curve of E„, vs lnE, „&, and
evaluating the desired derivative at E,„,. (A related pro-
cedure has been used by Dacosta et al. ) With this
correction, the bulk stress is found to have converged
well with E,„&=8 Ry (e.g. , 90/o of the improvement in

going from E,„&=5 to 14 Ry has occurred by E,„t=8
Ry). With all of these precautions, the z components of
the calculated stress tensor were indeed close to zero,
typically an order of magnitude smaller than the x and J
components.

The results of the calculations are given in Table I.
The adatoms are placed in the "top" or T4 site, i.e., just
above second-layer atoms. The surface energies and
geometries obtained are generally in good agreement
with those of previous calculations, ' ' although the
reduction of the surface energy due to adatoms is found
to be somewhat larger than in Ref. 9. No previous cal-
culations exist for the faulted 1X1 or 2X2 surfaces. The
faulting energy for the 1&&1 surface, 0.06 eV/cell, is
about twice as large as that expected from a previous
calculation of the bulk stacking-fault energy. The sur-
face layer is found to relax outward slightly on the fault-
ed surfaces compared to the unfaulted ones; the height
differences are =0.08 A and =0.04 4 for 1 x 1 and 2 X 2
adatom surfaces, respectively.

The principal new results are the stresses given in

Table I. The 1 X1 surface shows only a weak compres-
sive stress of —0.5 eV per 1 x1 cell, which should be
compared with the much larger value —2.7 eV found in

Ref. 5. (A negative stress is compressive. ) Evidently the
tendency of the surface bonds to contract (as a result of
reduced coordination of the surface atom) is easily ac-
commodated by the inward relaxation of the topmost
atoms. The remaining compressive stress is caused by a
small additional inward relaxation that can be traced to
the metallic k-space filling of the dangling-bond surface
state, and is therefore thought to be related to substrate-
mediated dangling-bond interactions. Surface faulting is
found to make a tensile contribution to the surface stress,
so that the net stress on the faulted 1 X1 surface is found
to be zero within the accuracy of the calculation.

The 2X 1 Pandey z-bonded chain structure is found to
be under moderately strong tension along the chain, with
a weaker tensile stress in the perpendicular direction.
The tension along the chain may be understood as due in

part to the z bonding; a compressive external strain
along the chain increases the z bonding and therefore
lowers the energy.

Finally, the 2X2 adatom structures are found to be
under strong tensile stress. The accuracy here is less
than for the 1 xl and 2x2 structures because of the
smaller energy cutoA and thinner slab. However, the
tests of reduced convergence for 1 X1 surfaces suggest
that if anything the magnitude of the tensile stress is

probably underestimated. Thus, the sign and order of
magnitude of the eAect are predicted with confidence.
The three atoms neighboring the adatom are found to
move radially inward to minimize the surface energy,
consistent with previous theory and x-ray scattering ex-
periments. It is not surprising that this displacement
results in a tensile stress in the surface plane.

In light of these results, it appears unlikely that the re-
lief of compressive stress is the driving force for the 7X7
surface reconstruction. The island regions of the 7 X 7
DAS model, which are faulted or unfaulted 2x2 adatom
structures, are found to be under tension. The dimer
domain walls of the DAS model are able to relieve
compression, but not tension, because they tend to pull in

neighboring material, i.e., they are under tension them-
selves, as discussed next.

Because the DAS cell is too large for current first-
principles calculations, an empirical potential model is
used to estimate the stress contributed by the dimer
domain walls and corner holes. The Keating calculations
of gian and Chadi' on adatom-free dimer stacking-
fault (DS) models have been repeated and extended to
obtain the stresses; details are given elsewhere. (The
strain energy is calculated to be 0.54 eV per dimer, plus
1.26 eV of additional dimer strain for each corner hole,
in agreement with Ref. 10.) Dimers are found to con-
tribute a tensile stress of 5.1 eV each, and the additional
tensile stress in the vicinity of the corner holes is 4.2 eV.
The tension in the dimers is also evident in the relaxed
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TABLE II. Estimated surface energy and stress for un-

reconstructed surface and for adatom-free analogs of DAS
structures.

E (ev)

Structure
E

[eV/(1 x 1 cell)] [eVj(1 && 1 cell)l
1x1

1xl
5x5 DS
7x7 DS
9x9 DS

1.450
1.428
1.427
1.432

—0.50
1.22
0.83
0.61 gxg DS

7x7 DS
5x5 DS

geometry, which shows an average expansion of =1.5%
of the surface islands of the 7x7 DS structure. (A
similar expansion is seen in x-ray experiments. ) Since
the intrinsic stress of a 1&1 surface is identically zero
within the Keating potential, this expansion must come
from the "pull" of the dimers.

As mentioned above, several experiments have shown
that externally applied strain can drive changes in the
surface reconstruction pattern. To see how such an
effect can arise theoretically, recall that the surface ener-

gy depends on strain according to

F. =ED++, erg'"q;i+O(q )2,

which f'ollows from Eq. (1). For example, consider tran-
sitions between 1 x 1 and (2n+ 1)x (2n+ 1) DS ada-
tom-free surfaces. The energies of the DS surfaces are
estimated by combination of the empirical and first-
principles results according to

Eos =&5s + (4n +2n+ 1)Edb

+ —, (2n+ 1) Er,„~, (5)

Here the dangling-bond energy Edb and faulting energy
Ef~U)t are taken as Edb=E~x~ and EfgUft=E)x) F

LDA LDA

E ~ ~, where E
~ ~ F and E ~ 1 are the energies of

faulted and unfaulted 1 x 1 surfaces given in Table I.
The stresses are combined in the same fashion. Table II
summarizes the results, and Fig. 1 shows a linearized
plot of the corresponding surface energy as a function of
externally applied isotropic strain, following Eq. (4). A
7&7 DS structure is predicted to be lowest in energy in
the absence of strain, but compression or expansion on
the order of =1% is seen to be sufticient to drive transi-
tions to 5x5 DS or 1 x 1 phases, respectively. The trend
is 1 & 1 7 x 7 DS 5 x 5 DS with compression primari-
ly because compression relieves the tensile stress inherent
in the dimers and therefore favors a higher density of di-
mers. The corresponding diagram for adatom-covered
surfaces is more difticult to predict, but a similar trend is
anticipated. Adatom decoration is expected to convert
the 5x5 DS, 7&7 DS, and 1xl phases to 5x5 DAS,
7&7 DAS, and c2x8 phases, respectively. The predict-
ed trend is therefore c2 x 8 7 & 7 DAS 5 & 5 DAS
with external compression, which appears to be con-

I

-1%

(Compression)

I

f 0/

I,'Expansion)

FIG. 1. Linearized surface formation energy per 1x 1 cell as
a function of isotropic external strain in the x-y plane for
adatom-free surfaces in Table II.

'R. Shuttleworth, Proc. Phys. Soc. London, Sect. A 63, 444

sistent with most of the strain experiments. '"
According to the present view, then, the Si 7 x 7 DAS

structure is not stabilized by a favorable elastic interac-
tion between domain walls and compressed islands, as
previously thought. Instead, it is stable because of
dangling-bond reduction, in spite of unfavorable strain
interactions between the domain walls and the islands,
both of which are under tension. Externally applied
compression" or alloying with Ge or Sn in the surface
layer' ' reduces this unfavorable interaction, increas-
ing the relative stability of 7x7 and 5x5 DAS struc-
tures.

In summary, ab initio LDA calculations of semicon-
ductor surface stress have been carried out for the first
time. The relaxed 1x 1 and 2x2 adatom surfaces of
Si(111) are found to exhibit weak compressive and

strong tensile stress, respectively. The island regions of
the 7x7 DAS model are therefore expected to be under
tension, which is inconsistent with the stress-relief model
of 7 x 7 formation. Nevertheless, externally applied com-
pressive strain does tend to relieve the intrinsic tension in

the dimer domain walls; this provides a natural explana-
tion for experiments which show that compression tends
to stabilize 7x7 and 5x5 DAS structures.
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